Reception Long Term Plan.
Autumn 1
‘Knock, Knock’

Autumn 2
‘Autumn to
Winter’
Discussions
about seasons,
weather and
time.

Spring 1
‘On the
Bookshelf’
Exploring and
talking about
different types
of books.
Favourite book
discussions.

Spring 2
‘Space’

Summer 1
‘Our World

Summer 2
‘The Sea’

Talking about
planets and
stars. Discussing
friendships and
feelings.

Discussions
around different
countries and
traditions.

Discussions
about our
experiences of
the seaside and
transport by the
sea.
Talking about
actions and
consequences.
Moving to Year 1
– thoughts and
feelings.

Communication
and Language

Talking about
ourselves and our
families.

Personal, Social
and Emotional
Development

Various Circle
times, including
rules and
behaviour and
routines.

Various circle
times, including
friendships and
feelings.

Teamwork
discussions,
talking about
likes and dislikes.

Various circle
times based
around feelings
and how to cope
with those
feelings.

Talking about
holidays and
places we have
visited.
How did we feel?

Physical
Development

Fine and Gross
Motor skills such
as threading,
scissors and
pencil grip/
control

Fine and gross
motor skills such
as letter and
word formation,
running and
chasing games.

Based around ‘All
about me’ books.

Based around
Autumn and
Winter books.

PE – Movement
and dance based
around space
music.
Making rockets
using junk
modelling
materials
Tim Peake Books
and well-known
fiction books
about Space.

PE – Dances from PE – Team Games
around the
and ball skills.
world.
Various fine
Various team
motor activities
games.
linked to the
Various fine
topic.
motor activities.

Literacy

PE – Finding
spaces, music
and movement,
various team
games.
Various fine and
gross motor
activities.
Based around
various
well-known
authors and fairy
tales.

Based on books
from around the
World.
Traditional
Tales.

Based on fiction
and non-fiction
books about the
seaside and
transport at the
seaside.

Maths

Knowledge and
Understanding
of the World

Expressive Arts
and Design

Counting and
number / shape
recognition. Size
ordering.

Counting and
number
formation,
recognition and
1:1
correspondence.
Using the IWB
Activities and
Exploring colour. discussions about
Discussing the
Similarities and
local environment
differences,
Keeping safe and
festivals.
Colour, chalks,
collage.

Learning songs,
natural collage,
instruments.

Reception Long Term Plan.
Properties of
1 more, 1 less.
shapes, patterns,
Sequencing
shape pictures.
events.
Missing numbers
from a sequence.
Celebrations,
different
science
experiments, life
cycles and new
life.
Exploring
different
materials, music
and movement.

Exploring
different
materials,
keeping safe
online recap,
seasons
investigations.
Bridge building,
rhythm with
instruments,
observational
paintings.

Addition and
subtraction.

Time, distance
and capacity.
Odd and even
numbers,
counting in 2’s.

Animals and
their habitats.
Keeping healthy.
Animal
investigations.
Environments.

Activities and
discussions
around recycling,
Weddings,
memories and
summer.

Making
instruments and
Clay work. Music
from around the
world.

Mask making,
cookery.

